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Abstract. Any dysfunction in production system (PS) is likely to be
very expensive; so modelling by Multi Agent Systems (MAS) makes the
production system (PS) possible to have aspects of robustness, reactivity
and flexibility, which allow the PS control to be powerful and to react to
all the risks being able to occur. In order to have a fault-tolerant PS, we
propose when and how to recourse to a self organizing protocol making
the MAS capable of changing its communication structure or organization, and thus reorganizing itself without any external intervention.
Keywords: Production system, self organization, MAS protocol, failure detection.

1

Introduction

Research of productivity remains the major objective of the industrial world.
This objective is in permanent evolution and it requires studies and brings increasingly complex solutions in real time piloting of production systems (PS).
The critical and important problem to solve is fault tolerance. The control system must provide very powerful mechanisms for fault tolerance in order to ensure
the continuous operations of PS that are detection, prevention and correction,
etc. A production system is a set of resources realizing a productive activity. The
production is the transformation of resources (machines and materials) leading
to the creation of goods or services [1]. The transformation is done by a succession of operations (tasks) that use resources (machines and operators), and
modify the raw materials or components that enter into the PS in order to create
outgoing ﬁnished products of this system and assigned to be consumed by customers. Changes may relate to the product form, its structure, its appearance,
and so on. The transformation undergone by products, brings them an added
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value. The resources belonging to the PS mobilized for achieving the production activity can be machines, operators, energy, information, tools, etc. The
most important characteristics of a PS are ﬂexibility, reactivity, robustness [2].
The systems theory [3] suggests decomposition of production systems into two
subsystems:
(i) Information and decision subsystems that include a control portion which
represents the intelligent part of the system, (ii)physical production subsystem
consisting of a ﬂows part transforming or assembling materials or entities , and a
physical part representing all means necessary to carry out operations. The case
study we considered is a production system (PS). We propose a MAS approach
where interactions are based on a self organizing protocol that has the following
features:
– It assures a decentralised control so each agent can take decisions regarding
the interactions with the neighbourhood,
– It allows new communication ways when dysfunctions appear within the
MAS or within the informational network. This feature gives robustness to
the MAS and allows the PS to be fault tolerant.

2

Multi Agents Approaches for PS

MAS oﬀers a new approach for modelling production systems. Instead of modelling distributed systems with programs exchanging data and commands, agent
technology allows the creation of autonomous agents that communicate among
themselves, negotiate sub objectives and coordinate intentions in order to achieve
the objectives appropriate to the system[6]. In this context several approaches
have been cited for modelling production system. In [7], a MAS platform is built
for driving workshops. Diﬀerent types of agents are proposed (resources agents,
cell agent and product agent), they represent physical features, virtual islands
or operation’s sequences. A supervisor agent’s role is to monitor the production
process, it is assisted by a meta object agent to include new agents in the system. The principal goal of [10] does not deal with self organization. In [8] a MAS
architecture in which each agent supervises a production resource is proposed. A
supervisor agent is responsible for controlling the entire PS by communicating
with agents supervising a production resource. The latter makes decisions about
the production rules to be applied to the resources they supervise. However, the
agent supervisor can intervene and tell each agent what rule to apply to achieve
the overall objectives of the PS. Among the limitations of both approaches, we
can quote:
– Possible saturation of the supervisor agent (too many messages from other
agents of the system)can suddenly happen
– A failure within the supervisor agent causing stopping of system functioning.
– Communication cost can be very high (a message can take an important
time to reach its destination, knowing that this message will go through the
MAS leader agent).
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In [9] a self organizing approach for manufacturing control is proposed, with our
respect to the work of Bussman elaborated in this area, the dynamic routing is
proposed to avoid possible congestion and jams on a machine. Agent’ communication is assured by invitation and there is no indication on the system when
the invitation is not successful or when an agent fails.

3

Bacteria Colony Self Organization

Traditionally the bacteria colonies push with a high level of nutritive elements
[14]. A pattern in a bacteria colony is in fact an organizational structure making possible for the bacterium within its colony to communicate(bacteriumbacterium interactions), in order to ﬁght against the adverse conditions of its
environment [12]. A set of biological primitives characterizing the bacteria life
has been translated to a communication model [13] based on a set of software
processes considered as a MAS interaction protocol. The model takes into account only the ﬁrst ﬁve primitives which seem for us to be the most basic and
important within the colony, those are: the positioning, the checking, election,
routing, and grouping. Each primitive will be described below, using mathematical symbols.

4

The Proposed Multi Agent system

Three types of agents are proposed: Resource Agent (RA), User Agent (UA),
Interface Agent (IA):
– Resource agents for piloting a set of heterogeneous machines. They communicate with each other to achieve the production plan consisting in a set of
tasks.
– User Agent or the operator. Its role is to develop a production plan of the
entire production system. Its knowledge concerns resources, tasks;
– Interface Agent, acts as an interface of PS (intermediary between the RA
and the operator); its knowledge are about tasks and RA.
4.1

System Functioning

The user agent develops the production plan (scheduling) which will be determined by the allocation of resources to tasks in order to achieve a product, the
plan provides us with information on the task (identiﬁer, priority, duration and
precedence link). The user agent sends the plan to the interface agent that has
the role of intermediary between the user agent and the various RA agents of the
system. The interface agent sends to resource agents tasks to be done, each RA
assures local management of its resource by integrating the piloting functions
[4] in real time, namely: scheduling, execution and monitoring, each agent can
perform these functions autonomously.
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– Scheduling. RA provides the resource execution plan by respecting tasks
priorities, precedence links as the execution time of tasks.
– Execution. RA executes the tasks aﬀected to its resource by referring to
the execution plan.
– Monitoring. RA assures the monitoring, detection, diagnosis, treatment
and recovery in a failure case. The latter can be done by transferring tasks to
other agents when a problem is detected within the system. In our approach
the recovery is done by the recourse to the self organizing protocol that we
propose above.
At the beginning of the system, the diﬀerent RA and IA execute the main
important processes of the self organizing protocol those are: positioning process,
and Checking process. They allow the detection of a dysfunction within MAS.
The rest of processes will be executed by RA for the treatment of failures. Figure1
shows the collaboration process between the system’s agents while executing the
protocol processes.

Fig. 1. Collaboration diagram of the system functioning

Fault detection and diagnosis. The fault tolerance is an important aspect
characterizing a PS functioning. It is the reason for which the proposed MAS
must detect and treat failures that may occur, in order to avoid the operator
intervention (apart from extreme cases). The failures can be classed into two
categories:
1. Soft failure The breakdown can be either localised when: -Communication
link between two agents is destroyed. -failure is within the agent itself.
2. Hard failure This type of failure can be considered when malfunction of
a machine happens; we call this kind of dysfunction a resource failure. The
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latter is detected and diagnosed by the agent responsible of the resource
below.
Failures can be detected and generally recovered through the MAS self-organising
protocol without any external intervention. Detection and diagnosis of the soft
failures are provided through the checking process. The checking process is carried out by RA at the system starting up.
Failures treatment. Based on the self organizing protocol, failures are:
1. Resource Failure. The agent responsible for this resource launches the routing process to prevent its neighbours that the agent responsible for the resource down, can not perform all its assigned tasks. So the concerned agent
has to send its own address rather than sending its neighbours address. After
the execution process, two cases can be found:
-At least one RA can execute the tasks of the agent responsible for the breakdown resource (tasks are carried by the neighbourhood)
-No agent can perform the tasks of the breakdown agent and in this case the
operator has to intervene.
If the tasks of the agent responsible for the resource down are all taken by
the neighbourhood the problem is solved, otherwise, the system continues to
operate without the breakdown machine pending the operator’s intervention.
2. Agent resource failure. Two situations are quoted brieﬂy:
(i)RA(breakdown) is the alone agent of another RA.
(ii)RA has several neighbours.
3. Communication bond destroyed When a communication link is lost, three
situations can be considered:
(i)RA isolated or the system is broken down into two subsystems.
(ii)Isolated RA is a neighbour of an agent RA belonging to a sub system.
(iii)The two RA belong to the same subsystem.

5

The Protocol

To make the paper self contained we present the most important processes characterizing the self organizing protocol [5] that are inspired from life within the
bacteria colony. Particularly in this paper, processes are formalized in a formal
manner. Each process uses a set of primitives or methods like: Leader(), groupe(),
replace(), Ask(), Explore(), Life(), Rep(),.., for selecting a leader, grouping the
MAS , asking for some information, exploring an agent, checking . The organization consists in N agents A = a1 , a2 , .., an , where each agent is considered as
a unique node in a social network. The organization is modelled by an adjacent
matrix E, where each element of E is like : eij = 1 if there is a communication
bond between ai and aj , eij = 0 if not.
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Positioning Process

Any agent in the MAS must position itself by carrying out the process of positioning. As soon as an agent integrates or leaves the group, the process of positioning
is started. When an agent receives a position message: position(ai , role, posi ),
i ∈ N, ai ∈ A, all agents positions and their identiﬁcation are summarized in a
table. ∀j ∈ N, ai ∈ A, eij = 1 ⇒ aj is a direct neighbour of ai and can receive
ai messages.
∀k ∈ IN, ak ∈ A /eik = 1 ⇒ ak receives position(ai , role, posi ), If ak receives
position (ai , role, posi ) for the ﬁrst time then P ossrc ← posi ;posk ← possrc + 1;
5.2

Checking Process (Life Signal)

Local checking is an essential process. Each agent regularly diﬀuses a life signal
to its neighbourhood. ∀i ∈ N, ai ∈ A, ai sends life(ai ) to point out that it is
Kept-alive to aj /eij = 1;
If ∃aj , ai ∈ A / eij = 1 and aj did not receive lif e(ai ) then aj sends Explore(ai , aj )
to point to all the neighbourhood that it is seeking for ak /eik = 1 and ak already
received lif e(aj ). At a receipt of Explore(ai , aj ), if ak /eik = 1 and ak already
received lif e(aj ) ⇒ ak sendsRep(response, posj ) with response = Y es/N o.
posj : position of the agent receiving Explore() message by aj which is searched.
If ak / ekj = 1 ⇒ posj = 1 else posj > 1. endif.
Three situations can appear:
1. If ∃ak , ak ∈ A / eik = 1 and response = Y es ⇒
state(aj ) not-in-failure
state(eij ) in-Failure
2. If ∃ak , ak ∈ A / eik = 1 and reponse = N o ⇒
ak is / ejk =1 and ak did not receive a keep- alive signal from aj ;
state(ak ) in-failure;
3. if the received responses are:
(∀k,k= i and k= j , posk −posi = 1) ⇒ aj is isolated or
aj is / ∀k ∈ N , j = k / eki = 1 (ie, ak ∈ agents group diﬀerent from ai one);
state(ej )= {in-failure or not in-failure}
Communication bond dysfunction. (i)An isolated agent or system dissociated into two subsystems. State(eij )=in-failure; aj changes its port address and
sends lif e(aj ); aj answers by lif e(aj ) that it agrees for the new address; in case
of no possibility to change the port address, the dysfunction is certainly within
the material and an alert is set oﬀ to change the link.
(ii)An isolated agent neighbour of an agent pertaining to a subsystem(Figure2).
Let set ai the isolated agent; ai changes its address port and sends life(ai )
message to aj , aj replies by life(aj ) to agree the new address. Only the isolated
agent can change its address.
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Fig. 2. An agent isolated by the destruction of its communication link

(iii)both agents pertain to the same system. If ∃ai , aj / ai , aj ∈ A,(ai and
aj pertain to the same system) ⇒ ∃ k ∈ N / ak ∈ A, eik = 1 and ekj = 1,
which means that it is possible to ﬁnd another way to assure the communication
between ai and aj . The latter launches the positionning process and the routing
process.
Agent failure. (i)Failed agent is the unique neighbour of another agent. ai is
the failed agent, ak is the unique neighbour, as searched agent
(a)ak is able to execute ai tasks, ak launches election process. The leader selected removes ai . ak launches positioning process.
(b) ak is unable to execute ai tasks set, the positioning process is launched.
If ak ﬁnds as
as launches election process
as launches positioning process
else
ak launches election process. The leader removes ai , creates a new agent, aﬀecting it ai position and tasks.
endif
(ii)Failed agent is a neighbour of several agents
(a)Each agent can execute a subset of tasks
∀ i, k ∈ N, ai , ak ∈ A, eik =1, state(eik )=in-failure, ∃j ∈ N / Tasks[aj ]=
Tasks[aj ]+ Tasks[ai ](Each tasks subset is aﬀected to ak )
(b)No agent can execute a subset of tasks
∀ i, k ∈ N / ai , ak ∈ A, eik =1, state(eik )=in-failure
∀ j ∈ N / ekj =1, then aj launches routing process.
5.3

Election Process

Election process is charged to select a leader agent for any decision as adding
or removing an agent. It can be launched by more than one agent. As a result
an agent leader is selected based on its ﬁtness value. Once the dysfunction is
located, ai sends Leader(chefglo, ﬁtness) to aj , where chefglo is agent identity
and ﬁtness is the ﬁtness value initialized to zero and incremented by 1 after a
task accomplishment by an agent.
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∀ i ∈ N, ai ∈ A, Leader(chefglo, ﬁtness) message is received and propagated in
the neighbourhood until getting the highest ﬁtness value; the leader is the agent
corresponding to this value.
If ∃i, k ∈ IN/ ai , ak ∈ A and ﬁtness(ai )= ﬁtness(ak ), the leader is the one
having the long identiﬁer. In this case Election process is launched for removing
or adding agents in the group and for any decision to take when necessary.
5.4

Grouping Process

In order to avoid that the election process spends too much time selecting the
leader, especially when the agent number is high, the Grouping process groups
agents by role, without inhibiting all the group; are inhibited only those that
have the same role.
∀ i ∈ N, ai ∈ A, ai sends Groupe(chefglo, ﬁtness) message to ai / Role(ai )=
Role(ai ).
5.5

Routing Process

The routing process is useful in two cases:
(i) When an agent (not in failure) attempts to replace the agent in failure by
other/others in the neighbourhood.
The routing process allows to an agent ai to select aj in A where j = 1, n∧j = i∧
aj replaces ai ;
Replace (af ailure ) will be sent to all ai / i ∈ N, ai ∈ A /i = 1, n and i = failure
Task [af ailure ]: tasks table of the failed agent
A variable is used to indicate if task[af ailure ] is empty or not. It is initialised to
false when an agent detectes its neighbour in failure. While receiving
Replace(af ailure ) with task[af ailure ] updated, each neighbour veriﬁes the content of task[af ailure ]. If tasks are all under its capacities, it adds them to its
tasks table, otherwise it takes those that are under its capacities and sends replace (af ailure ) to the neighbours.
(ii)When an agent is lost by a destroyed communication bond, its neighbour
tries to ﬁnd another way to reach it, and by searching in the neighbourhood
those that can serve as intermediary. ask(asrc , aemet , vois-info) message is sent
to its direct neighbours ie), ask(asrc , aemet , vois-info) is sent to ak / k=1, n and
k = src and k = emet. While receiving the message for the second time by ak ,
which can’t be the intermediary between the sender and the source agent then
ak agent acquits the sender agent by sending acquit(nb, possrc ). While receiving
the message for the ﬁrst time and it is capable to be the intermediary, between
the sender agent and the source agent, pos takes the value of its position relatively to the source that we analyze as follow:
-possrc > 1 means that the receiver of the message is not a direct neighbour of
source agent. The receiver of the message computes the set of agent that have not
received the message Ask(), the non informed agent set will receive the message
ask(asrc , aemet ,vois-info).
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Implementation Aspects

We have modelled via AUML (Agent Uniﬁed Modelling Language) the whole
production system processes. The latter was tested using the NetLogo simulation
tool [11]. It is a modelling programmable environment to simulate natural and
social phenomena. In this paper we can not represent all the cases. Is represented
below the case where an agent is in dysfunction (ﬁgure3). In the ﬁrst case, by
aﬀecting the breakdown agent tasks in the neighbourhood, and without creating
another one, in its localization, the production system is still working correctly
until the product is achieved.

Fig. 3. An agent failure simulation

7

Conclusion

In this work a multi-agents system has been proposed for monitoring the functioning of a production system. The proposed MAS is based on a self organizing protocol[5] we have formalized using mathematical symbols. The protocol
has the feature of assuring control decentralization so that each agent can take
decisions to interact with its neighbours when necessary, and adapt when environment presents dysfunction. The MAS maintains its connectivity without
any external intervention. Agents can perform several functions during their life
as being leaders, which is not speciﬁc to a single agent. By the mean of their
checking and decision they allow the emergence of new organizational structures,
through agents’ interactions, to cope with not desirable changes, and this is what
increases the system fault tolerance and robustness.
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